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Library Additions NAMHO 2007
A large contingent of members made
the journey down to Devon for this
years NAMHO conference at
Morwellham Quay. Despite some
torrential downpours everyone had a
good time with a wide range of mines
visited. The most over subscribed
trips being those into Devon Great
Consols, unfortunately this meant a
lot of waiting around just to get in
and out of the mine - the last group
out waiting over 2 hours to climb the
two entrance pitches and not exiting
the mine until 7pm!

A smaller group of club members
extended the NAMHO weekend by
moving down to the Redruth area for
the next week for a series of surface
and underground trips.

A more detailed trip report will appear
in the next issue of ‘Below’.

Account 26 Available
The latest Club Account, No.26 “The
Madeley Wood Colliery from the
1830s to June 1967” by Ivor
J.Brown, is now available. Produced
to mark the 40th anniversary of the
mines closure, it gives the history of
the two Madeley Wood Company
pits, Halesfield and Kemberton. Price
£4 to Club members (£6 to non-club
members). Available at Club meetings
or can be ordered from Mike Moore
plus £1.50 postage and packing.

NAMHO 2008
“Mines, People, and Industries” is to
be held at the Scottish Mining
Museum, Lady Victoria Colliery,
Newton Grange, Midlothian over the
weekend 11th to 13th July 2008.

No.149, December 2006: Has details
of trip reports to Matienzo (Spain),
Penrecca Slate Quarry
(Buckfastleigh) and Virtuous Lady
(Devon), plus surveying in Dog Hole
Old Series (Devon) and it’s
relationship to Pridhamsleigh Cave -
is there a possible connection? Also
surveying in Combe Martin Deep
Adit.
No.150, June 2007: Trip reports on
visits to Ding Dong Mine, Matienzo,
and other caves/mines in Devon.

Mendip Caving Group News No.338,
December 2006: Includes a list of
the contents of the rescue dump in
Upper Flood which has been
deposited at the bottom of the
‘Departure Lounge’.
No.339, January 2007: Has news of
the discovery of over 500m of
passage in Upper Flood with lots of
‘pretties’.
No.340, February 2007: Reports the
coverage on BBC Points West and
other media of the breakthrough in
Upper Flood. A report of a trip to Box
Mine.
No.341, March 2007:  Photo feature
of discoveries in Upper Flood, plus
update on surveying progress.
No.342, April 2007: Interesting trip
reports to several gypsum caves in
Argentina.
No.343, June 2007: Updates on the
bolts in Rhino Rift, and Upper Flood
Trip Reports.

Moray District Council , Museums
Information Sheet: The geology and
history of  Lecht mine. See report by
Andy Wood on page 5.

Subterranea: Newsletter of the
Subterranea Britannica, Issue 14,
August 2007. Contains an
interesting article on RAF Portreath,
Cornwall situated on the cliffs above
the tin mine of Sally’s Bottom, it
appears that toxic nerve agents and
other chemicals were disposed of
down the shafts - which
inconveniently drain via adits onto a
beach below the cliffs!

Stone Chat: Newsletter of the
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary
Society, No.28 No.1, Autumn 2007 -
features a report on mineral hunting
trip to Cornwall, including Nangiles
Adit, plus Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR) being used to map
ground surface through trees on
Mendip.

North Wales Caving Club:
Newsletter 300, May-June 2007:
‘Monsoon Edition’, has reports on
trips into Penyghent Pot, Ogof Dydd
Byraf and a NWCRO rescue practice
at Cwm Penmachno.
Newsletter 301, July-August 2007:
Contains details of progress in Pool
Park’s Quarry passage, discovery of
a new chamber (Temperance
Chamber) in Ogof Dydd Bryaf, and a
caving trip to The Vecors.

Plymouth Caving Group: Newsletter
& Journal No.148, July 2006:
Covers trips to the St. Just area
(Cornwall), Devon Great Consols and
Virtuous Lady (several SCMC
members visited these during
NAMHO 2007).
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News Round-Up 1
by Ivor Brown

Bog Visitor Centre
The Bog Visitor Centre is a well run
visitor centre and has many features
of interest, a small mining display,
cafe, crafts and second-hand books
for sale. Of particular interest are the
memories of earlier residents written
up for all to read and typed copies of
the local census from 1841. There is
some fascinating material in these!

Lloyds, Ironbridge
‘Stabilisation’ of the road through
the Lloyds, Ironbridge has taken
place during the first half of this year
and it has now been re-opened. The
causes of the slipping have been
given as “river erosion, past mining,
tipping of tile and mining waste and
building on the steep slopes”. No
mention of the natural erosion of the
steep slopes themselves due to
rainwater and time. The Severn Valley
railway downstream has certainly
been made aware of similar problems
- but there are no industrial problems
on that length!

Quarry Extension
Bayston Hill Quarry near Shrewsbury
has been given approval for a major
extension, making available some 47
million tonnes of hard rock
aggregates. The total area involved
amounts to about 84 ha (the existing
site is about 56 ha). The processing
plant is to be re-erected on a rim or
shelf within the quarry.

“Mineral Planning”, June 2007

Shropshire Cricketer?
The Daily Telegraph has reported
that Geof. Boycott, famous cricketer
and Yorkshireman was the son of a
Shropshire miner. Thomas Boycott
was born at Little Dawley near
Wellington, his father William, was
also a coal miner at a mine near
Dawley. It was Thomas, Geof.
Boycott’s father who, like hundreds
of other Shropshire miners moved to
Yorkshire to find work in the mines
when the Shropshire mining industry
started to collapse after the 1870s-80s
peak.

Madeley Miners Talk
Ivor Brown is giving a talk to the
Madeley Living History Group on
Thursday November 1st 2007 at
7.30pm on ‘Madeley Miners’. It will
be illustrated with slides and items of
mining equipment. Details are
available from Shealagh Lewis at
Madeley Library (Telford: 01952-
680278). It is hoped that the Club will
have their display and books for sale
at this event.

Mining DVD
Now that nearly 200 historic
photographs etc.. are available of the
Madeley Pits it has been suggested
that a DVD should be made - any
offers?

The 40th Anniversary of the closure of
Madeley Wood Colliery, Shropshire

This has been marked by a number of events including:

1. A talk by Ivor Brown on John Anstice's Kemberton Pit 1864-1967, at the
Coalbrookdale Museum, 86 attended.

2. The launch of a book containing articles by Ivor Brown on The History of
Madeley Wood Colliery (Halesfield and Kemberton Pits), published by S C
M C as Account No 26, 86 pages with about 100 figures, maps and tables,
price £6.

3. An exhibition of memorabilia, photos and documents relating to the colliery
at Madeley Public Library and an exhibition of photographs at Madeley
Fletcher Church by the Club.

4. An "Information Pack", a collection of photocopies of fronts of covers of
articles, books and papers relevant to the colliery with copies of posters,
notices and newspaper cuttings which has been circulated to libraries.

5. A walk led by Ivor Brown and members of the S C M C ,attended by about
25 persons. This included an inspection of the surviving office and pithead
baths buildings,the now thickly vegetated pit mounds and the Withies and
the Wynd (rope-tramway). Later, the Anstice Memorial Hall (working men's
club), the Parish Church, with its memorial  to  John  Randall (geologist)
and the Anstices, the Churchyard, with memorials to the above, as well as
some charter masters, and the communal grave of the 9 miners who died in
the 1864 disaster,were also seen.

6. A  Special  Service was held  in the  "Chartermasters'   Chapel"  (Fletcher
Methodist Church) led by Rev Colin Richards (former Madeley miner). This
included short addresses by David Anstice (great grandson of the sinker
of the pit, John Anstice) and other former mineworkers. About 200
attended.

7. A Roll of Honour, listing nearly 150 names of miners who died in the
Madeley pits (1850 to 1967) was blessed and presented to the Church as a
memorial during the above Service.

8. At the conclusion of the above Service refreshments were available
together with copies of the two publications “The History of Madeley
Wood Colliery” by Ivor Brown and “A List of Madeley Mineworkers, 1950
to 1967” by Fred Jones and Ivor Brown, (published by the Madeley Living
History Group).

Miner’s Memorial
There is now another Miner’s
Memorial in Shropshire - the ‘Roll of
Honour’ presented at the Miners
Service in 29th July at Madeley
Methodist Church. This lists some
130 of the 150 or so miners killed in
Madeley pits since 1850. A copy will
be circulated with the next issue of
‘Below’.

A few copies of “A list of Workers at
Kemberton Pit, Madeley Wood
Colliery in the 1950s-60s,” , as given
out at the Miners Service at Madeley
are available from The Madeley
Living History Office, Madeley
Public Library (28 pages, A4, free of
charge if collected in person).
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40th Anniversary Events
Picture Round-Up

Left: “Old Miners” presenting the
Roll of Honour to Fletcher
Methodist Church, Madeley, to
commemorate the 40th
Anniversary of the Madeley pits
closure, 27th July 1967.

The roll lists the names of nearly
150 miners who died in the
Madeley pits, 1850 to 1967.

From right to left: David Anstice,
(great grandson of the sinker of
the last Madeley pit), Ray
Rushton (former pit surveyor), Ivor
Brown (former pit deputy), May
Smart (former pit office clerk). Ray
and Ivor are both members of
SCMC, and May has helped
check information in many of the
reports about Madeley pits that
have appeared in ‘Below’.

Left: Ivor Brown (background) with David
Anstice (left) and Ken Newbrook (right,
Chairman of the Anstice Memorial Hall
Social Club), holding a portrait of John
Anstice - the sinker of the last Madeley pit.

Right: Participants on Saturday walk studying
mining memorabilia on display in Madeley Library.
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Bayston Hill Quarry
Heritage Open Day

On Saturday 8th September, Bayston Hill Quarry held
an Open Day and the Shropshire Mines Trust was
invited to take their rock crushing display along. The
plan being to show the older technology working
alongside new technology. Unfortunately for ‘health
and safety’ reasons the quarry were not allowed to
operate their own machinery while members of the
public were present, so in the end the only operating
machinery was the Trust display, 2 steam rollers and a
traction engine! The latter, a Fowler & Co. engine
called ‘Tommy’ was driving the Trust’s rock crusher.

The Open Day proved very popular - estimates put
attendance at  nearly 3,000 (compared with about 300
the following day at Snailbeach for the Heritage Open
Day). It was certainly very hectic, but one or two of us
did get chance to have a quick look at some of the
machinery on site, although it would have been nice to
see it working.

As reported on page 2, the quarry has permission to
extend - it is already about a mile long (see figure 1. If
you look closely you can see a white speck in the
distance - a mini bus and an excavator!). The extension
will actually be off to the right of figure 1.

Quarry equipment on display included: a mobile
crusher (2), which was loaded by a large CAT (bucket
and arm on the right of picture), the long-hole drilling
machine (3), explosives truck (4), and the primary
crusher (5) which discharged directly onto a conveyor
belt.

The Trust display (6) proved very popular, although a
lot of visitors seemed to think it was what the quarry
still used!

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

Pictures: Kelvin lake
- I.A.Recordings
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The Lecht mine is situated 5 miles
south-east of Tomintoul, a short walk
from the picnic spot by the Well of
the Lecht, on the Glenlivet Estate (a
Crown Estates property) in a remote
glen below the Lecht ski centre in
north east Scotland.

The Lecht mine represents the largest
and most active manganese mine
ever worked in Scotland, and as such
holds a particular significance in the
country’s industrial heritage.

History
Iron ore was first mined at the Lecht
in 1730 by the London-based York
Building Company. The ore was
transported on horseback to
Coulnakyle near Nethybridge, a
distance of some 16 miles, it is
reported that scores of men and 120
horses were required for the task. It
was at Coulnakyle that furnaces were
built, as the Company had purchased
60,000 trees for £7,000 from the local
Abernethy Forest and these were to
be used in the smelting of the ore.
However, in just two years a loss of
almost £7,000 had been made,
principally through bad management
of the Company’s affairs. Many
debts still remained unpaid when the
venture collapsed, and the mine was
finally abandoned in 1737.

The mine lay dormant for over a
century until it was re-opened in 1841
by the Duke of Richmond and
worked not for iron, but for the more
valuable manganese content. At this
time 12 men and 15 boys were
employed for digging and crushing
the ore respectively. Following this
first year, production was taken over
by a Newcastle firm and the existing
workings were extensively
developed, covering a distance of
about 250 yards in all. The ore was
quarried from three pits (see figure 1),
the largest being up to 60 feet deep.
In the search for rich pockets of
manganese ore large quantities of
iron ore were extracted and piled on
the surface, forming extensive
dumps.

The Lecht Mine,
by Andy Wood

A shaft was sunk to a
depth of 85 feet and
from this an adit was
driven westwards,
exiting from the hillside
20 feet above the
stream. Opposite this
adit a crushing mill was
built into which two
pairs of wheels, one 25
feet in diameter, were
installed. These were
made in Aberdeen and
transported over the
Lecht pass on horseback. To provide
the necessary water to power the
wheels, a stream a quarter of a mile
up the valley was dammed and a mill
leat constructed.

The ore was crushed and then hand-
picked before being carried, again on
horseback, 45 miles to Port Gordon,
near Buckie, a coastal town at the
mouth of the Spey. The ore was then
shipped to Newcastle where it was
used in the manufacture of
household bleach. Despite the
difficulties of transportation, this
enterprise was successful and at its
peak the mine employed 63 people.
However, following the importation
of manganese ore from Russia, the
price fell from £8 a ton to an
uneconomic £3 a ton, and the mine
was closed for the final time in 1846.

Although the mine has never been
re-opened, it has regularly attracted

Above: Lecht mill building. The trommel discharged into barrows in the
area through the larger of the 2 arches.

Above: The mill in it’s valley setting.
The loading bridge from the pits
crossed the stream and entered the
building in the doorway in the gable
end.

Below: View of the gable end where
the bridge entered across the
stream.
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commercial interest to the present
day. It is indeed remarkable that such
a small outcrop, mined only for 14
years, has been of regular interest for
over two and a half centuries.

Remains
The mine area is composed of three
pits, several exploratory cross-
trenches, extensive dumps, old
building foundations, the remains of
a mill leat and the mill itself which
was renovated and re-roofed by
Moray District Council in 1983. A
large proportion of the dumps are
overgrown, but good exposure of the
iron and manganese oxides remains
in pits 1 and 2, pit 3 is infilled with
rubble and overgrown. The plan
illustrates these features.

The restored mill building, thought to
have been originally completed in
1842, contains some notes on the
mine together with an interpretation
panel showing how the mill was
thought to operate. Unfortunately,
no plans or records of the mine have
survived so the drawing is a
reconstruction of how it might have
been, based on other mines of the
time and their equipment.

The ore was brought into the
building at the first floor level, over a
bridge from the adit 20 feet or so up
the bank on the other side of the
burn, and dropped between heavy
Cornish Rolls which were the primary
crushers. It then fell into an inclined
perforated drum, or Trommel, to
separate finer material from the
oversize, which was passed through
the rollers again. This material was
then passed to a line of stamps to
render the ore into a fine powder that
could be gravity flotation separated
in hand jigs to concentrate the
manganese rich solids. It is thought
that the jigs would have been located
outside the building.

The power for the mill machinery was
provided by a water wheel fed from a
leat, the line of which can still be
clearly made out as it runs across the
hillside from a dam further up the
burn. Part of the wheel well and the
axle slot in the wall are visible.

Mineralogy
The deposit is composed
dominantly of the iron oxide
goethite, with cryptomelane as
the principal manganese
mineral. Haematite is also
present although only in minor
quantities.

Goethite is usually brown in
colour. It occurs both as soft-
porous and as hard solid
varieties. Occasional specimens
display a maroon tint to the
brown colour. The soft, fine,
yellow powdery material often
found in the pits, and
frequently termed “Limonite”, is
also goethite.

Haematite is generally more
compact and heavier than
goethite, frequently
displaying a distinctive red-
brown, metallic colour. The
‘kidney ore’ type habit
usually associated with
this mineral has not been
found at the mine.

Cryptomelane is blue-black in
colour, often with a metallic lustre. It
can be hard and compact, but more
porous, it is usually botryoidal;
samples are not uncommon.
Occasionally the mineral adopts a
more earthy lustre with a black
colour, making it impossible to
distinguish it from the other
manganese oxides.

Other Manganese minerals found
include Pyrolusite, Ramsdellite,
Chalcophanite, Woodruffite and
Lithiophorite; all tend to be dull
black in appearance. This is the
only known locality of these
minerals in Scotland,
except for pyrolusite.

A Museums
Information Sheet
from Moray District
Council concerning
the geology and
history of the mine has
been deposited in the club library.

Above: Site of the water wheel that
powered the mill.

Above: Sample of Geothite or
“Limonite” as it is known locally,
found on the site.

Below: Sample of the principal
manganese ore Cryptomelane.

Pictures: Andy Wood

The Lecht Mine,
continued ...
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Figure 1: Sketch plan of the Lecht Mine Area

The Lecht Mine,
continued ...
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The following notes are from a letter received in 1976 from a Mr.
E.V.Rodenhurst of Whitchurch, who must have been born about 1900.

“As a schoolboy I stayed some time with Gordon Trotter of Cartref, Priorslee,
his father was the Secretary of the Lilleshall Company, and we visited the
Stafford, Woodhouse, Grange and Granville pits. All these pits are now
closed except Granville. I remember that Granville had a vertical winding
engine.

I also went down a number of small pits in the Dawley area with John Owen
(a surveyor). At the first one we rode down sitting in chains, with nothing
under our feet except the shaft bottom 50 yards below. They wouldn’t allow
that today.

I visited some mines in the Lawley area between 1909-1912, they were 60
yards to the bottom with water running between the rails. There were two
donkey pumps at the bottom of the upcast shaft which also had a steam jet
part the way down to give ventilation a boost from time to time. I saw women
working on the surface at at least two pits. Mr. Owens pits were 15 yards and
25 yards deep with a balance weight on the windlass.

We also went down Hanwood pit, this had only an 18 inch seam, men lying
full-length and youths drawing out the coal in hands and knees with a belt
round their middle and a chain, but they seemed cheerful enough.

The last pit I was down was Whitfield Colliery near Stoke-on-Trent. Five or
six of us went one Sunday morning. One of the party went in his best suit
and shoes. Walking along the face a patch of coal burst off due to the
pressure and buried him up to his knees. I went in overalls and heavy nailed
boots so I was OK! There was a very big winding engine, drum about 20 feet
diameter, the shaft was 646 yards deep.

P.S. Incidently those old lead mine shafts on the Stiperstones are in a very
dangerous state and many have run-in. Tankerville frightens me, only one
strand of  plain wire and kids are playing about”.

Mr. Rodenhurst would I am sure, be pleased to know that his worries have
been dealt with in South Shropshire and that the big engine at Whitfield has
been “preserved”.

On Wednesday 1st August, 2007, the
first coal in a decade was brought to
surface  from the newly reopened
Unity drift mine in the Neath Valley,
South Wales.

The Unity mine at Cwmgwrach, has
been closed since 1998, but is
estimated to have reserves of up to
90 million tonnes.

The drift mine is the first to be
opened in Wales since Betws colliery
in Ammanford in 1974. The rising
amount of imported coal, coupled
with global price increases and
demand makes formerly uneconomic
sites commercial again. Coal prices
have risen by about 40 to 50% over
the last six years, mainly in response
to the coal demands of China and
India.

Around 120 jobs should be created at
the site by early next year, when full
production at the mine begins. The
mine’s owners  (Unity Mining) are
aiming to produce up to one million
tonnes of coal a year for the next 25
years, although there are transport
conditions to consider.

The coal being brought out at the
moment is “development coal”, this
is coal which must be extracted so
that further engineering work can
take place.

One major snag for the mine is the
lack of skilled workers, because of a
“generation gap” in skilled miners
with the run down of the coal
industry in the UK, in the short term
they may have to look to countries
like Poland to meet their man-power
needs.

Unity also have four other mine sites
in south Wales under development.

The only deep mine still operating in
the once thriving south Wales
coalfield is Tower Colliery at Hirwaun
and that is to close next year because
its reserves have been exhausted.

compiled from News reports
August 2007

Shropshire Pit Memories,
by Ivor Brown

First Coal taken
from New Drift

Devon Bullock Rescue - Asburton
In June two bullocks weighing a ton
between them fell 20 feet into a
disused waterwheel pit at a former
Devon tin mine site at Druid near
Asburton.

Newspaper reports were a little
confused, referring to the wheel pit
as a ‘deep shaft’, ‘wheel shaft’ and
‘wheel pit’.

Fire crews from Buckfastleigh and
Asburton attended the incident
along with an ‘expert advisor’, a Vet,
and neighbouring farmer with a
digger. Ladders were placed in the pit
and the bullocks sedated by the Vet,

while the digger driver removed spoil
to created a slope.

A special ‘cow net’ was brought to
the scene from Torquay fire station
and the animals lifted out of the pit
by the digger. Apart from being
dehydrated both bullocks were Ok. A
badger was also found down the hole
by fire fighters - but there is no news
about that!

It appears that a tree fell over
creating a hole in the fence around
the pit.

Based on reports in the
Herald Express, June 2007
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Visit to the Grange Colliery,
25th March 2007

On a cold, but dry Sunday morning a
group of 18 Club members and
friends assembled at the site of
former Grange Colliery, now known
as ‘The Windings’ for a visit to the
surface remains, courtesy of the
Telford Naturist Club Ltd.

The TNC took over the site 25 years
ago and have made many changes,
including converting the electric
winding engine house into a shower
block and the old methane plant
building into a very nice club house.

As you approach the site the most
striking feature is the steel tandem
headframe dating from 1951, this is a
listed structure (and reputed to be a
scheduled ancient monument,
although this may not be the case).

The Grange was sunk by the
Lilleshall Company (who also
operated the adjoining Granville
Colliery) in 1864. The mine eventually
reaching a depth of 320 yards.

Above: Club members assembling near the tandem headframe at the
Grange. Picture: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings

The pre-1951 wooden headframes
Picture: I.J.Brown Collection - L.Aldred

Constructing the new steel
tandem headframe,1951
Picture: I.J.Brown Collection -
L.Aldred

Above: The headframe in 1979 just before the mine closed.
Note the casing to keep the shaft air-tight.

Below: Fan house and drift, with double evasee and the
headframe in 1979.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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Visit to the Grange Colliery,
25th March 2007, continued ...

The mine was still using steam
engines and flat rope for winding
until 1951. The last steam winder was
a horizontal single cylinder (45”
diameter) steam engine,  which had
replaced an earlier (beam?) engine in
1871.

Pumping at the mine was carried out
by a non-condensing Bull engine,
with a 42” cylinder and 9ft. stroke,
built by the Lilleshall Company. The
mine also had a steam powered 20ft.
diameter Guibal fan.

In 1951 the NCB modernised the
mine, scrapping all of the steam
engines and installing electrical
equipment. They also replaced the
old wooden headframes with a steel
tandem headframe - the one which
still exists today (see photos  page 9).

To minimise disruption to the mine,
the new headframe was constructed
over the top of the old wooden ones.

In April 1952 the Grange ceased
production as a separate unit and
was used as the up-cast ventilation
shafts for the Granville. A methane
drainage plant was also built here to
remove the gas from the seams at the
Granville and initially it was sold to
the local Gas Board, the pipe running
alongside the railway. However, with
the switch to North Sea Gas, it was
no longer required and in the 1970s
was discharging the methane to the
atmosphere at about 600 cubic feet
per minute.

The Grange closed in 1979 along with
the Granville.

The Tour
We had an extensive tour around the
site and were able to see the old
steam engine house (later used as
workshops), the remains of the fan
drift and fan house. Also a small
museum/collection of artefacts that
TNC members have found around the
site including parts of a creeper,
various types of rails and truck
bogies. After visiting the basement
of the electric winder house which
still retained bolts and other features
associated with the electrical control
gear, we took a walk along the route

of the railway sidings to the site of
the loading station and other older
shafts. We returned to the former
methane plant building, now a club
house, where the TNC members hang
out, and had a very good lunch at a
very reasonable price - the apple pie
and custard was excellent!

The trip was particularly interesting
thanks to Ray Ruston who explained
to both SCMC and TNC members

where various buildings and
machinery had once been situated.
He also brought along some
fascinating notes and photographs
of his own, plus some from Ivor
Brown.

A very enjoyable and informative
visit. Thanks must go to members of
Telford Naturist Club for their
hospitality and allowing us to visit
the site.

Below, right: Entrance to the 1950s ventilation fan drift.

Middle: The
1950s
ventilation fan
house, the drift
is on the left.

Bottom: Former
methane plant,
now the TNC
Club house.

Pictures: Kelvin
Lake -
I.A.Recordings
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Mining Incidents in Shropshire No. 6 - Spontaneous Combustion
at Granville Colliery October 1968, by Ivor Brown

Spontaneous combustion or the self
ignition of coal due to oxidation (an
exothermic reaction) was quite
common at Shropshire pits in the
past. It has occurred less frequently
in recent years, mainly due to better
control of ventilation and less loose
coal being left behind in the waste or
goaf.

Between 1958 and 1968 only one case
was reported underground in
Shropshire (at Granville) but
elsewhere in the West Midlands the
number was greater, some 27 in North
Staffordshire, 16 in Cannock Chase
and probably over 100 in South
Staffordshire. When the writer was a
member of the Madeley Wood
Rescue Team he was called out or
put on standby for several incidents
at Hamstead and Baggeridge
Collieries.

Spontaneous combustion is
particularly a problem where seams
are gassy as at Granville Colliery
since they could start explosions and
they also give off dangerous gases.
During the 1960s there was no
continuous monitoring for
spontaneous combustion by gas
analysis as has been introduced in
more recent years.

The following account shows the
usual manner in which an incident
was dealt with in Shropshire and is
taken from an official report (see
references). The incident involved
310s Panel which had worked the
Double Coal seam.

The Incident
One Saturday morning, early in
October, 1968, two maintenance men
working close to the Upcast pit
bottom, reported an unusual smell,
which, upon investigation, was
found to originate at 310's Doubles
return stopping, some 2½ miles
inbye. (see Figure1, page 12).

Four weeks earlier, following a gas
emission problem, a number of
stoppings in the Doubles seam area
had been reinforced in an effort to
increase the quantity of air

circulating 308’s
working panel.
The intake and
return seals to
310’s district (a)
had received
particular
treatment, due to
the large amount
of air by-passing
the stoppings.
Owing to the
broken nature of
the strata surrounding both
stoppings, the repair work was only
partially successful. The reduced air
quantity passing through the
stopping after the repair work was
sufficient to sustain rapid oxidation,
but insufficient to provide the
cooling action required to maintain
the previous equilibrium.

Further repair work on the two
stoppings was attempted after the
heating was discovered, but the work
made little or no difference to the
concentration of carbon monoxide
issuing from the return stopping. It is
interesting to note that 310's district
had been sealed off for twelve
months prior to the heating incident.
In order to complete the salvage work
in 308's, which, by this time had
ceased production, two temporary
stoppings (c) and (d) were built as
indicated on Fig.1.

It was then discovered that strong
indications of carbon monoxide were
appearing from an old Top Coal road
(point "A"). The Top Coal seam, 30
yards above, had been completely
worked out earlier and it was evident
that all the Double and Top Coal
goafs were interconnected and that
air leakage paths within them were
extensive and indeterminate.

The siting of more permanent
stoppings inbye would, therefore,
have been unwise and ineffective,
and it was decided to abandon the
northern part of the mine completely
by the erection of permanent
machine-placed Hardstop stoppings
shown (e) and (f) in the main intake
and returns, some 400 yards outbye.

Twenty-four hours after the
stoppings were completed the
methane content in the sealed area
had risen to 20% methane, and within
4 days the atmosphere contained
40% and 75% of methane behind the
respective inbye and return
stoppings.

"Under these circumstances all signs
of oxidation rapidly disappeared and
the high values of methane in the
sealed area have been maintained
ever since".

It is usual to leave small pipes in
stoppings so that air quality behind
the stopping can be monitored. In
this case the analysed results of air
samples showed massive methane
concentrations well beyond the level
of explosibility (about 14.7%) and it is
also certain there would be
insufficient oxygen to support a fire.

Footnote
With such large amounts of methane
it is not surprising that several large
“energy” companies have
approached the writer for his view
when they have been considering
areas for the economic extraction of
gas from old workings. Shropshire
may yet see more "mining" of it's
subterranean riches.

References
“Experience with Spontaneous
Combustion in the Coalfields of
the (NCB) Staffordshire Area,
c1970” by G.V.Jolliffe and
D.C.Yates. (NCB report at the
National Museum of Coal Mining
Caphouse Colliery, Wakefield).

Granville Colliery as it looked in the 1970s.
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Figure 1:
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In early June, I took a walk around
Callow Hill quarry, to see if I could
find any trace of the mine shaft from
Callow Hill mine that is marked on the
OS map, but it may have been one of
the last opportunities to do so.

Despite there being large ‘Keep Out’
notices and locked gates that had
recently been replaced following
vandalism at the end of May, there
are well worn paths and tracks
around the quarry and signs of fresh
vehicle activity. The site has been
closed for some years but there are
motorbike tracks everywhere and it
seems to have been a playground for
bikers. However, the Snailbeach
District Railways (SDR) Company
(www.sdrailway.com) now own the
site, including the hill fort, and have
apparently been given permission to
start construction work on re-
instating the trackbed along the
original route, which Tarmac used as
an access road. They are obviously
concerned about the dangers posed
by an abandoned quarry and afraid
of vandalism to or theft of their
equipment.

The roadway is in good condition,
albeit with some encroachment of
vegetation at the edges so relaying
the track may not be too hard. All the
buildings have been removed but
footings remain in various locations
with the old settling ponds and the
weighbridge itself still in place. A
variety of artefacts are visible,
ranging from fuel tanks from the
quarry era to all sorts of abandoned
detritus.

There are significant stockpiles of
crushed rock in a variety of screened
sizes – one might think these were
saleable but they have clearly been
abandoned with the quarry. The
working faces are fairly unstable and
loose rock makes frequent falls a
danger. Behind the weighbridge are
the dumps of all the surplus fines
from the crushers. Although well
consolidated, heavy rains have
eroded some deep canyons through
them and washed material down
towards the road.

A Walk around Callow Hill Quarry
by Andy Wood

A track leads around the north side
of the quarry up to the top entrance
but it is not quite possible to
complete a circular tour as, at the
southern end, the field fence runs
right to the face edge. However, a
short trip through the field above the
woodland containing the hill fort
afforded me a glimpse of a vixen and
two cubs trotting through the
undergrowth. The fort is quite
substantial although it is covered in
woods and so quite well hidden. The
SDR are planning to improve access
to it and create a picnic area for
visitors.

I failed to locate the mineshaft, but in
the mapped location on the eastern
edge there was a lot of
undergrowth and a number
of hollows so it is probably
still there. Hearsay has it that
the quarry worked through
some of the old mine workings
but I failed to find any evidence
of that and, apart from shafts, the
working mine depth seems far
below the quarry.

Stuat Tomlins reports that the vein is
actually exposed in the quarry,
although I did not come across it.
Following the Shropshire Mines
Trust display at Bayston Hill
Quarry an official trip to view this
and the quarry can be readily
arranged.

Above: View into Callow Hill Quarry. Pictures: Andy Wood

Above: Quarry weighbridge
Below: Fuel tank & building footings

Right: Assorted debris littering
the quarry.
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As part of my then job as a mining
lecturer I was asked to keep an eye
on the training needs of the mining
industry outside the NCB. This
together with my interest in old mines
gave me an excuse to visit many of
the 200 or so non-NCB operations
during my holiday periods. On these
I would talk to the management, visit
the underground, take photographs
(how I wish I had taken more) and
make notes. Many of these same
‘old’ mines are now being re-explored
by Club members.

Perhaps this selection of photos will
give an idea of what they were like in
the 1960s.

Several books have appeared
covering the mining  area during the
1950s and more from 1970 onwards,
but the 1960s seem to have been
neglected. This was a time of change
in the industry - from old methods to
new and from “lead and zinc” to
“fluorspar and barytes”.

Many old time miners could still be
found, Figure 1 shows Eric
Richardson who was first employed
at the mines about 1920 and still
involved in the 1960s. He was literally
a mine of information.

At Groverake and Blackdene mines,
ponies still worked underground and
at Haggs level (a horse level which

Non-coal Mining in the Northern Pennines in the 1960s
by Ivor Brown

Figure 1: Smallcleugh Lead-Zinc Mine exploration. IJB with Eric Richardson
(left), Nenthead lead miner in 1969.

Figure 2: Groverake
Fluorspar Mine pony
transport in 1965.

Note the inscription over
the portal “WBB MP AD
1878”

Figure 3: Greenshaft (Ramshaw)
Fluorspar Mine in 1965.

Figure 4: Whiteheaps Fluorspar Mine in 1965.
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came out at the side of a road, with
the rails immediately crossing the
road), there was still a bell at the
roadside. This had been triggered by
the ponies stepping on a loose plank
between the rails, which then pulled a
wire.

Notes made at Groverake (Fig. 2) on
11th August 1965, included the
comments, “In the horse level three
men were clearing a fall about 400
yards inbye (Capstone said ‘WBB
MP AD 1878’). Two horses were in
use on shifts 6.30am to 2.30pm and
2.30pm to 10.30pm. ‘Tommy’ had just
brought out a journey of four 12 cwt
capacity front tipping tubs. Further
inbye there were 2 boys “putting”
(pushing tubs by hand, two at a time,
to the main horse level from the
stopes). Their ‘length’ was 400 yards
with 6 inches of water, for which they
were paid 5 shilling, nine pence per
tub.”

Similar records were kept of activities
at all mines visited. Besides the
selection shown, other active and
“temporarily standing” mines at the
time included Allenheads,
Coalclough, Cambockeels,
Clockhouse, Longclough, Rodderup
and Swinhopeburn.

Non-coal Mining in the Northern Pennines in the 1960s
continued ...

Figure 5:
Groverake
Fluorspar Mine
in 1965.

Figure 6:
Redburn
Fluorspar Mine
in 1965.

Figure 7:
Settlingstones
Witherite Mine,
1965.

Figure 8: Stotsfieldburn Fluorspar Mine, 1965.

Figure 9: Roughside Witherite
Mine (Exploration), 1965.
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Field trip leader: Gordon Hillier

Sunday August 5th 2007 dawned
warm and sunny and the
Llanymynech car park soon
accumulated a motley selection of
variously dressed persons keen to
learn about The Llanymynech
Limeworks Project and the Oswestry
Coalfield. Despite a rash of
cancellations, there was a sudden
rush of interest within the club and
the 9 club members were joined by
four friends of our leader, and the
10th club member, Gordon Hillier.

Having studied our risk analysis
advice (don’t fall over the quarry
edge, etc!), we condensed ourselves
into three vehicles to make a smaller
convoy and headed off up to the top
of Llanymynech hill, parking by the
golf club gate and then walking to
the edge of the quarry.

The views were fantastic in every
direction and Gordon fully explained
the geology of the area, the
importance of this most southern
outcrop of limestone in Shropshire as
a source of lime and the way its
production and distribution was
industrialised.
 
In the quarry below us, we could see
the remains of the winding house for
the incline that lowered stone down
from the quarry floor to a tunnel that

The Llanymynech Limeworks Project & Oswestry Coalfield
Walk, 5th August 2007, Part 1 by Andy Wood

cut through the curtain wall of the
quarry to feed other inclines down to
the valley level. Gordon pointed out
the lines of several old rail and

tramways that could still be identified
from this height.  The quarry is now a
Wildlife Trust nature reserve and the
wild flowers were in full bloom.

Chronology of Llanymynech quarries
and lime workings

(based on chronology ex ‘Llanymynech Limeworks Conservation Plan’,
 Radcliffe Associates, 2004)

 
Prehistory, Pre 43 AD Hill fort, metal extraction and metal working
Roman 43 AD to c. 412 AD Hill fort, possible site for Caractacus’ last stand.

Roman copper mine (the Ogof), metal working,
possible lime working

Mediaeval, 5th to 15th C.
8th century: Offa’s Dyke; probably used western rampart of

hill fort.
1190s: Carreghofa; unsuccessful silver mining venture.
Late mediaeval: Hill; unenclosed common land, evidence for

agriculture in adjacent areas.
Pre-industrial, 16th to 17th C. Quarry west face; evidence of mining activity.
Industrial, 18th to 20th C.

1753/4 Evidence for lime working (Chirk estate)
1763            Construction of Old Oswestry turnpike
1796            Ellesmere canal reached Llanymynech
1806            First incline & tramway completed (Chirk estate)
1810 First incline & tramway completed (Bradford

           estate)
1840/1 92 lime kilns along 26 mile stretch of canal
1863 Cambrian railway Llanfyllin branch opened,

including rock siding to quarries.
c.1871 2 Draw kilns constructed.
1899 Hoffman kiln constructed.
1914 Hoffman kiln closed, rock siding closed.
1939 Rail tracks removed.
1955 Llanfyllin branch railway closed.
1972 Quarry nature reserve established.

 2006/07 Hoffman Kiln re-roofed and conserved.

Right: View into Llanymynech Quarry
Below: Gordon Hillier explaining the
geology of the area.

Pictures: Andy Wood
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The Limeworks
We then adjourned to Llanymynech,
where we met up with Peter Dunhill,
the site officer for the Llanymynech
Limeworks Project. This project to
create an ‘open air museum’ here, is
now underway following lottery
funding of almost £500,000, with
matched funding from County and
local authorities. The site of the lime
works, the Hoffman Kiln and the
canal already provides an unique
visitor experience and this will be
enhanced hugely with the restoration
work this finance has initiated. The
Limeworks provides a unique,
complete and unaltered historic
industrial landscape, comprising
buildings and transport infrastructure
associated with the quarrying,
production and transportation of lime
– including tramways, a canal and
railway.

The jewel in the crown will be the
restoration of the Hoffman kiln, 1 of
only 3 remaining limekilns of this
type in the British Isles, and the only
one with the very tall chimney still
standing. The Lottery award will help
to repair and consolidate the
Hoffman kiln, along with other
unique heritage features that are in
need of urgent conservation repairs
to stop their decay and eventual loss,
and to preserve them as part of the
nation’s industrial heritage.

Peter led us along the line of the
railway, showing us where the canal
wharves were, and then past the old

along a 26 mile stretch
of the canal and a
peak carriage of
56,501 tons of
limestone per annum
was achieved.

In addition to
limestone, the canal
was also used to
transport lead from
the Tanat Valley
mines of Cwm Orog,
Craig y Mwyn and
South Llangynog, as
well as slate from the
Llangynog area,

which had previously used a river
port on the Vyrnwy at Carreghofa.

The canal wharf at Llanymynech
developed in association with the
tramway system. Originally,
limestone would have been
transported from the quarries to the
canal by horse and cart. By 1806 the
first tramway and incline had been
built connecting with 2 small wharfs
near the road. A third, longer wharf,
was added sometime between 1813
and 1858, along with more tramways
and inclines to overcome the 0.7km
route with its 80m drop between the
quarry and the canal.

Tramways
The tramways carried wagons to the
head of the inclines and from the
bottom to the canal. The inclines at
Llanymynech are of a type known as
self-acting balance or gravity
inclines, the decent of a full wagon
raised an empty one to the top. A
drum house at the top held a large

The Llanymynech Limeworks Project & Oswestry Coalfield
Walk, 5th August 2007, Part 1 continued ...

Left and above: Incline drum houses in
Llanymynech quarry.

  Pictures: Andy Wood

stables which are being converted
into a learning centre to where the
twin inclines run under the road. We
went through the eastern tunnel and
then up the incline to the drum house
at the top and Peter explained
everything we were seeing and its
history. On the way down, we visited
two draw kilns (in course of
restoration) just below the quarry
and then followed the tramway past
the tally house (also being restored)
to the Hoffman kiln. Here, Mike
Worsfold explained the importance of
the structure to all varieties of bat
and asked us to avoid his ‘bat poo’
survey sites and flash photography
up the stoke holes prior to Peter
explaining to us how it all worked.

As my memory is not perfect, I have
taken a few notes from details
prepared by the Clwyd-Powys
Archaeological Trust (CPAT) as they
cover everything we were told in a
much better way than I could!

The Montgomery Canal, which runs
from the Shropshire
Union Canal at Frankton
Locks to Newtown, was
built in stages between
1794 and 1821, reaching
Llanymynech about
1786. One of it’s main
aims was to carry and
distribute lime for
agricultural purposes
from the Llanymynech
Quarries. By 1840-41
there were 92 limekilns Above: The former stables which are being

converted into a ‘Learning centre’.
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drum, supported by substantial stone
walls. A single haulage cable ran the
length of the incline, being wound
around the drum at the top. The
speed of decent was controlled by a
broad metal band brake (with wooden
blocks or shoes) around the drum
which, through the action of levers,
was tightened to produce a braking
effect. The easternmost drum house
appears to have been operated
remotely, so that the operator stood
at the top of the incline, with a clear
view down, the braking mechanism
being connected to a lever by a
series of rods running in a culvert
alongside the tracks.

The Cambrian Railway Llanfyllin
Branch which opened in 1863, took
most of the lime trade away from the
canal. By 1874 the tramways had
been extended by the addition of a
siding along the south side of the
main railway, while further tramways
had been constructed to serve the
canal wharves. The two large kilns to
the west of the Hoffman kiln are both
draw kilns, designed to be run in a
continuous operation. Cartographic
evidence suggests that they were
built in association with the railway
after 1874 and abandoned by 1900.

What made this area of particular
significance was the relative
proximity of coal from the Oswestry,
Chirk and Ruabon coalfields. The
southern end of the Oswestry

coalfield, between Trefonen and
Morda, is only 6km from
Llanymynech. The kilns at
Llanymynech date from the main
period of activity towards the end of
the 19th century, by which time the
use of lime in the construction
industry was in decline with
increased competition from Portland
cement, which was both stronger and
more water resistant, and this was
undoubtedly a major factor in the
eventual closure of the lime works in
1914.

Hoffman Kiln
The last major development at
Llanymynech was the construction
of the Hoffman kiln sometime around
1900. The Hoffman kiln is
exceptionally well preserved and is of
particular importance as it retains its
chimney. The kiln is constructed of
brick with battered walls, measuring
44.8m x 17.5m overall externally, with
a height of around 3.4m. The square
brick chimney stands on a plinth 3.7m
across, and rises to a height of
around 42.5m.

There is some disagreement
regarding the date of construction,
although this seems to have been
generally accepted as being around
1899. Certainly, the kiln was not
recorded by the Ordnance Survey in
1874, but was in existence by 1900,
and continued in use until 1914.

This design of kiln was developed in
Germany by Friedrich Hoffman, who
first patented the design in 1857 for
the firing of bricks. The design was
later modified for the burning of lime
and a number of such kilns were
constructed in the late 19th century,
including the well-preserved example
at Langcliffe near Settle in North
Yorkshire, as well as two kilns at
Minera, near Wrexham (larger one of
which still survives).

The significance of the Hoffman kiln
is that it allowed for more extensive
continuous operation, with the kiln
comprising a continuous tunnel,
which was divided into a series of
chambers separated by temporary
paper dampers.

The Llanymynech kiln had 14
chambers, so that at any one time
one would be empty, one was being
filled, five were pre-heating, two were
firing, four were cooling, and one was
being emptied. The main doorways
(or wickets) to the chambers were
sealed with bricks and clay rendering
during firing, the inner side becoming
vitrified with use. When not in use
the bricks were stacked close by and
a number of these stacks remain at
the foot of the embankment to the
west of the kiln.

Alongside the main doorways each
chamber has a semi-circular air intake
at ground level, with a corresponding

The Llanymynech Limeworks Project & Oswestry Coalfield
Walk, 5th August 2007, Part 1 continued ...

Above: The Hoffman kiln chimney.
 Picture: Andy Wood

Below: The Llanymynech Hoffman kiln with the new corrugated ‘iron’ roof.
Picture: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings
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The Llanymynech Limeworks Project & Oswestry Coalfield
Walk, 5th August 2007, Part 1 continued ...

flue beneath the floor, which
connects to a central flue along the
length of the kiln, leading to the
chimney. On top of the kiln are a
number of ‘stoke holes’ down which
small pieces of coal were fed during
firing. The whole kiln was covered
with a corrugated iron roof, which
has now been reconstructed.

The burned lime was wheeled directly
from the kiln and tipped down from
the kiln platform into a line of waiting
trucks in the railway siding. There is
evidence of a covered structure
beyond the draw kilns which is
assumed to be a shelter to protect full
trucks from the weather while waiting
for further trucks to make up a train.

After expressing our grateful thanks
to Peter Dunhill for giving up part of
his Sunday to guide us so expertly
through the site, we adjourned to the
canal wharf for lunch. Certain senior
club members had had the foresight
to bring their own wine, which made
your correspondent’s coffee flask
look rather tame! The stable block on
the Montgomery canal here has
recently been opened as an
interpretation centre by the Friends
of the Montgomery Canal (between
2pm and 4pm on a Sunday) so we
were able to have an interesting look
around, even though there was
insufficient time to take the offered
narrow boat trip on the canal! On
leaving, our attention was drawn to a
‘sculpture’ commissioned by the
local council as a site marker.
Unfortunately, this contains parts of
the band brake for the eastern incline
drum, previously virtually complete,
the bits were specifically sawn off
this important archaeological artefact
in an act of thoughtless despoliation
merely to adorn this nominally
‘artistic’ creation.

Much of the coal to fuel the lime kilns
came from the Oswestry coalfield
within Trefonen and the Morda
valley so we set off to seek these
remains.

Part 2 continues the story in the next
issue of ‘Below’.

Above: Small flue arch at ground
level, with iron damper plate for
controlling the flow of air to the
central chimney flue.

Above: View along the small flue (to
the damper plate - pictured left) from
the central chimney flue. Width of

flue about 24 inches.

Left: End of the central flue
under the kiln, furthest
away from the chimney.
Two flues go off left & right.
Through the small arch the
flue splits into 3 to reach 3
more air dampers

Right: Cara Alison
crawling along the
central flue towards the
chimney.

Note
Above pictures taken during the
Club trip to explore the Hoffman kiln
flues on 15th September 2007.
Members present: Mike Worsflold
Eileen Bowen, Peter Eggleston, Cara
Alison, Kelvin Lake.

Pictures: Kelvin Lake - I.A.Recordings

Right: The ‘sculpture’ at
Llanymynech which incorporates the
parts from the eastern incline brake
drum.

Lower picture fragment of the band
brake embedded in the stonework.
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Mexico Mine Blast
A judge has ordered the arrest of five
men over a mining accident that killed
65 people last year in northern
Mexico. The five work for Grupo
Mexico, the country’s biggest mining
company. They are accused of safety
failures at the coal mine, in the state
of Coahuila. The firm denies any
wrongdoing, and has issued a
statement saying it trusts Mexican
justice and will co-operate.

Only two bodies have been
recovered and miners’ families have
protested at what they see as the lack
of legal action.

Investigators believe there was a
build-up of methane and heat in the
Pasta de Conchos mine at the time of
the accident on 19 February 2006.
State prosecutors accuse managers
of not fixing safety problems
detected eight months before the
blast. Grupo Mexico says the mine
met all safety standards.

Operations to recover the remaining
63 bodies have been hindered by gas
problems, but the company says it
will continue to search for them.

News reports, March 2007

Foreign
News Round-Up

China - Trapped miners USA - Trapped miners
Extensive news coverage followed
the tunnel collapse at coal mine in the
US state of Utah which trapped six
miners on the 6th August 2007,
1,500ft (457m) underground.

Rescue attempts included the sinking
of boreholes from large drilling rigs
on the surface, one of which was
lifted into position on the mountain
side by helicopter, however tests
from a fourth hole, which intersected
the workings where the men are
believed to be trapped, on the 19th
August found the air quality could
not sustain life.

On Saturday 18th August, rescuers
banged on a drill bit and set off
explosives but their efforts were met
with silence. A fifth bore-hole was
planned, reaching 2,039ft into the
mine, but officials did not believe
there was any greater chance of
success than with previous attempts.

Rescue efforts suffered a severe set-
back on Thursday 16th August (at
18:35, 00:35 GMT) after underground
rescue teams had tunnelled about
250m towards the trapped miners,
with about 350m to go, when a
“mountain bump” occurred triggering
another collapse which killed 3
rescuers and injured 6 others. As a
result of this second accident the
rescue has been halted indefinitely.

A “mountain bump” is the local term
used to describe a build-up of
pressure inside a mine from overhead
rock that forces surrounding rock
and coal to shoot out of the walls
with great force (a similar effect to
that which caused the recent fatality
at Boulby Salt).

Rob Moore, vice president of mine
co-owner Murray Energy Corp, has
said that “it was likely that if the
miners had died their bodies would
never be recovered”. The mining
company has been criticised on
several occasions for its poor safety
record and the lack of a second
means of egress from several of its
deeper underground sections.

Compiled from news reports,
August 2007

mine. They conceded that there was
little chance of finding the miners
alive.

The main mine, where 172 miners are
missing, was completely inundated
and many of the missing are believed
to be stranded far below the surface.
Nine other miners are also trapped at
a nearby pit.

The incident highlights once again
China’s poor mining and industrial
safety record.

In a separate incident, 14 people were
killed on Sunday 19th August after a
molten aluminium spill at a factory in
the same province.

Compiled from news reports,
August 2007

On Friday 17th August torrential rain
caused a river to burst its banks,
sending water cascading down old
mine shafts into a collieries in Xintai
City, 450km (280 miles) south of
Beijing in eastern Shandong
Province.

Hundreds of soldiers, police and
fellow miners joined the rescue
attempt to reach 181 miners trapped
by the flood by pumping water from
two flooded mine shafts at collieries
and helping to mend the levee that
breached the Wen River. By late
Sunday (19th August) the water level
was reported to have dropped
several metres, but continuing rain
frustrated rescuers’ efforts. Officials
estimated it would take several days
before the water level had dropped
enough to reach the bottom of the

Mexico Truck Blast
Dozens of people died after a truck
carrying mining explosives in the
northern Mexican state of Coahuila
blew up after it collided with another
vehicle on a busy road running from
Monclova, some 850km (530 miles)
north of Mexico City, to Cuatro
Cienagas on Sunday evening, 9th
September.

Many of those killed were onlookers,
emergency personnel and at least 3
local reporters and photographers,
who were at the scene of the accident
when the vehicle exploded. The exact
number of fatalities is not clear but
officials said more than 30 were
thought dead and 150 injured.

The wreckage caught fire some time
after the crash, the blaze consumed
nearby cars and the resulting
explosion left a 15m-wide (40ft) crater
in the road.

Coahuila is a major mining state
where explosives are used in the coal
industry.

 BBC News reports,
10th September 2007
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What the Papers Said

DEVELOPMENTS   LIKELY  AT   MADELEY WOOD

New pit to be sunk in Salop
as part of drive for more coal

As part of the drive for more coal, a new pit may be sunk at Madeley, Shropshire,
Mr. I. W. Cumberbatch, retiring chairman of the West Midlands Coal Board,
said this week.

Drilling, originally intended to prove reserves for the existing Madeley Wood Colliery,
had discovered new seams containing more coal than could probably be handled there
now.

Mr. Cumberbatch spoke of 25 feet of
coal in various seams at a reasonable
depth. But, he said, sinking and
development of a new colliery to full
production might take up to 10 years.

The national plan laid on the West
Midlands Division the obligation of
expanding output by 1965 to
approximately 22 million  tons a year, an
increase of 20 per cent over its 1949
output.

This meant both continual replacement
of capacity exhausted through the mining
of coal and expansion.

Raise output
To provide this divisional output, the
South Staffordshire and Shropshire area
had to raise  its output by some 100,000
tons to 1.7 million tons a year.

Locomotive haulage had been installed
underground in 12 collieries including
Madeley Wood, and power stowing of
pit waste was in operation there.

A vigorous welfare policy had resultcd
in the provision of pit-head baths and
canteen and medical centres in the
division.

Labour  position
The canteen  programme was virtually
complete and medical centres had been
established at 37 of the  divisions 52
collieries. Another  six   were  being
planned.

Although 652 men in the division Have
left  the industry this year - 313  of them
fully-trained face workers whom the
industry can least afford to loose —
there is no shortage of labour in the
Shropshire coalfield.

EXPRESS AND STAR, 1ST JULY 1955

CLIGGA
The large wooden headgear from
Polberro, together with a double
drum steam hoist from
Lambriggan have been erected and
the shaft equipped with double
skip roads to take self dumping
skips. A Lancashire boiler from
Killifreth has been installed and a
second is to follow. A further 150
hp steam engine from Wheal Busy

CLIGGA MILL
Rhodesia Minerals Trust have
decided to erect a mill capable of
80tons per day. The plant together
with a tandem compound
condensing steam engine, boiler, etc.,
which will provide power and
generate electricity for pumping,
lighting and magnetic separation in
the final stages of concentration
have all been erected.

p352, MM December 1939

has been completed and the air
compressor and electric generator
which the engine will drive are
now in
position

p181, MM October 1941

Note: It is thought that the steam
engine installed to drive the tin/
wolfram mill in the first item (left) was
the steam engine from South Terras.
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Formation of the Shropshire Mining Club
Section 10 of the recent Account No.25  by David Adams raises, yet again,
the issue over when the Club actually came into existence. It is now much
more important as we approach it’s 50th Anniversary.

David still contends that the formation was a particular date in 1961, but it is
clearly apparent from his writings that the Club’s first (No.1) Account with
the name on the cover was published in 1960 and he describes all the work
it’s members had done to get that far! The Club, however it was bonded
together, was obviously formed before September 1961. I believe that the
Club should acknowledge its earlier existence, and the work put in by
individuals well before this date. It seems to me from reading David’s report
again that so much happened in 1959 that this date is really the actual date of
its formation.

The following  is the case for this that has been put forward previously.

Now that two of NAMHO’s major mining history societies have started to
prepare for their 50th Anniversary in 2009/10 our Club should give
consideration to it’s own position. It may even be possible to claim that it is
older than either of the above groups. A change of name or status during a
Club’s life does not seem to have affected the date given for formation by
either of those groups. PDMHS even converted into a Limited Company in
1975, yet still claims it’s earlier origins.

It is stated in the NAMHO Handbook that SMC was founded in 1961. This
does not appear to be true for the following reasons (among others);

1. The report  of the “foundation meeting” of September 6th 1961 states that
“Mr. D.R.Adams opened the meeting by giving the complete history of the
‘Shropshire Mining Club’ to date.”
The Club obviously had a past and a name which went back further than the
‘foundation meeting’.

2. On November 19th 1961 the Club visited Lilleshall Quarry “which had not
been re-entered since the complete exploration and survey of 2nd October
1960 (see SMC Account No.1 “The Lilleshall Stone Quarry”).
This Account is No.1 in the series still continuing, copies are still in
existence, it carries the Club name and the date 1960 i.e. before 1961.

3. At the September 6th 1961 ‘Monthly Meeting’ the Club was shown all the
equipment “purchased for the Club’s use”. It included 8 lamps and batteries,
10 helmets, ropes and ladders, all obviously purchased before the
“foundation” date.

4. Nearly all the trip reports in the first Yearbook are headed “Second” or
“Third” Expedition etc.. to ----. These refer to dates of the earlier club trips
going back to 1960, 1959 or even 1958!

It seems that the “SMC” (now SCMC)  whether as a private group or a group
open to all goes back to well before the formal “foundation”. The Club could
well claim to go back to 1960 (When the name appears on Account No.1) or
even 1959, when the work for it was obviously being done. If 1958 was taken
as the date it would be the oldest ‘mining’ club of its type, but 1959, equalling
PDMHS, would probably be more realistic. When shall we be commencing
our 50th Anniversary celebration preparations?

Ivor J. Brown

Letter to the Editor

The Game Goes On
by Jim Eyre, Softback, 320pp, 171mm
x 246mm, high quality paper, sewn
binding with laminated colour cover,
over 160 cartoons and photographs.

When the first part of Jim Eyre’s
autobiography, “It’s Only a Game”,
ended in the 1960s it left readers
eager to read more of his
extraordinary life and times.

Now, Jim’s story continues in “The
Game Goes On”. If you enjoyed the
first book or are being introduced to
this master storyteller for the first
time, you will avidly devour every
word and wonder how, given all his
escapades, Jim has survived for so
long.

Join Jim in The Game Goes On as he
seeks the world’s deepest cave on
the end of a winch, learns SRT when
it is introduced to the UK, rescues
others and is rescued himself from
halfway down an immense pitch, and
escapes from bandits - but he is
never far from his favourite caves in
the Dales.

Add stories of losing and gaining a
wife, travelling through India, Iran,
Greece, Mexico and Spain (with a trip
to Mendip thrown in for good
measure) and even how publishing
can land you in deep trouble.

His is a rare talent but let no one be
misled: these are outrageously
told tales accompanied with Jim’s
trademark, a set of definitely non-PC
cartoons. These books are filled with
a caver’s black humour and, as the
saying goes, are definitely not for
maiden aunts. Or the squeamish. Or
politicians, sheep or chickens ...

Price £22.50.
Chris Howes

Copies of  Jim’s first volume “Its
Only a Game” and this volume “The
Game Goes On” are available from:

 Mike Moore,
www.moorebooks.co.uk

or from
Descent, www.caving-uk.com

New Book
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Books and Videos

'Mongst Mines - and mine explorers!

for details of availability visit: www.iarecordings.orgAvailable from Mike Moore
www.moorebooks.co.uk

EXPLORATION OF CORNISH MINES ABOVE

AND BELOW GROUND

Replacing the popular compilation “The SCMC in Cornwall”
digitally re-mastered and with a full commentary.

This massive DVD production
follows the members of the
Shropshire Caving and Mining Club
as they explore the incomparable
mining remains still to be found in
Cornwall, both above and below
ground.

Mainly recorded in 1993, it also
features footage from 1983 and 1987
of sites that have since changed
considerably, and material shot
during the InterNAMHO 2000 mining
history conference.

Most of the underground tours were
recorded with revolutionary new
video equipment developed by IAR,
which gives the viewer the feeling
that they are exploring the mine
themselves.

Featuring:
A tour of South Crofty
tin mine at work 730
metres below adit level.

Levant whim in steam,
Goonvean beam engine,
Mitchell’s shaft
preserved beam winder
in operation.

A tour of the dressing
plant of Geevor tin mine
while it was still working.
Taylor's shaft beam
pumping engine &
outbuildings, Cligga
Head mine underground.
Tolgus tin streaming
plant, stamps & calciner,
Tywarnhale surface
remains.

An underground tour of
South Condurrow, the
Camborne School of
Mines training mine.

An underground tour of the Holman
Brothers test mine, Wheal Basset
surface remains.

Mines of the Trevaunance area with
Ken Brown, Wheal Jane Mill and
Kennal Vale gunpowder works all
during InterNAMHO 2000.

    ...and much more!

Plus:
An unique visual exploration of
J.C.Burrow’s 1893 ‘Mongst Mines
and Miners, using very high quality
prints recently taken from the original
negatives!

£16.95 - VHS or triple DVD-R
(£12 to Club Members at meetings)

Recorded in 1983, 1987, 1993, 1994 & 2000

The Madeley Wood Colliery from the
1830s to June 1967
By Ivor J.Brown, 85 pages, A4 size
with about 100 photographs and
maps, pub. July 2007 to mark the 40th
anniversary of the mines closure.

The book gives the history of the
two Madeley Wood Company pits,
Halesfield and Kemberton, which
were worked as a combined mine by
the NCB and at the peak in the late
1950s  employed over  800 men.
Halesfield was sunk in the 1830s and
continued to work coal until the
1920s, it later became the upcast and
pumping shafts for Kemberton pit
nearly a mile away. Kemberton Pit
was sunk by John Anstice when
director of the family company in
1864 mainly for coal but it also
produced ironstone and fireclay. The
book describes some of the events
and methods employed at the colliery
over the years as well as giving
details of its surface tramways and
railways and the development of the
neighbouring town of Madeley. The
social effects of the colliery on the
local population, in particular, during
the 1950s and early 1960s are a
special aspect of this book.
Price £6 plus £1.50 p&p

A List of Fatal Accidents in
Shropshire Mines from 1850 - 1979
with some details of the major
incidents by Ivor J.Brown, 85 pages
A4 size nearly 50 photographs and
other illustrations, pub. Dec. 2005.

A collection of details of fatalities in
Shropshire coal, ironstone and metal
mines taken from many sources
including inspectors' and coroners'
reports, newspaper and personal
accounts from contemporary
sources, About 800 cases are listed
with some details of the victim, age,
occupation, type of incident and
name of mine. Accidents involving
multiple deaths are dealt with more
fully with contemporary illustrations,
descriptions and ballads. This
publication has become a best-seller
among genealogical groups.

Price £6 plus £1.50 p&p
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Diary DatesClub Officers
(may change after the AGM)

26th - 29th Oct.: SUICRO XXIII
Symposium, Burren Castle Hotel,
Lisdoonvarna, Co.Clare.

1st Nov.: ‘Madeley Miners’ a talk by
Ivor Brown to the Madeley Living
History Group at the Jubilee Hall,
Madeley, 7.30pm.

1st-4th Nov.: Apuane 2007:
Metamorfosi, International Caving
Meeting, Castelnuovo di Garfagnana,
Tuscany, Italy.

8th-11th Nov.: 5th Portuguese
National Speleological Congress,
Alcanena, Portugal.

9th-11th Nov.: Alpine Underground
2007, Ramsau, Berchtesgarden,
Germany.

13th-16th Dec.: 7th International
Mining History Congress, Lagoon
Hotel, Bhubaneswar, Orissa, India.

www.imhc2007.com

2008
11th to 13th July 2008: NAMHO
2008 “Mines, People & Industries of
Scotland”. Scottish Mining Museum,
Lady Victoria Colliery Site, Newton
Grange, Midlothian, EH22 4QN.

The Joys of Subterranean boating ...

Careful, I think we’re

grounding ....

79

Ooops ! That’s torn it !!!

Ooo, look -

better watch your head!

a narrow passage  -

Catch us on the World Wide Web. Club activities & the labyrinth:  http://www.shropshirecmc.org.uk/

Membership, Insurance &
BCA Rep: Mike Davies

Tackle: Ian Cooper

First Aid Officer:
Alan Moseley

Librarian: Alan Robinson

Bat Officer: Mike Worsfold

Rescue Officer:
Neal Rushton

‘Below’ Editor, Publications:
Kelvin Lake

e-mail: scmc@factree.org.uk

President: Alan Taylor

Chair: Neal Rushton

Vice-Chair: Steve Holding

Secretary: Andrew Wood
scmc.secretary@factree.org.uk

Treasurer: Eileen Bowen

Training Officer: Ian Davies

Conservation & NAMHO
Rep: Steve Holding


